
KVH Technology Notes
 DISH Network® and HDTV On the Go 

Q&A:
Are TracVision® systems compatible with DISH Network HDTV?

Yes, they are! Many new KVH TracVision R-series and M-series systems are 
compatible with DISH Network’s TurboHD programming, which includes both 
HD and standard-definition channels.* TracVision also offers easy satellite 
switching from the remote control, along with KVH’s quality and reliability! 

Do I need extra hardware to watch DISH Network’s TurboHD  
programming with my TracVision system?

If you own a TracVision R6, M3, or M1 from KVH, no! You can enjoy HDTV 
from DISH Network without adding any additional hardware. If you own 
another product, you may need to update your software or add an accessory 
if you plan to enjoy DISH Network’s HD broadcasts in the western half of the 
United States. KVH offers both a premium accessory and a low-cost software 
update to help with this – complete details are available at www.kvh.com/hdtv.

I have a TracVision system and a subscription to another provider. 
Can I switch to DISH Network and get HDTV programming?

Absolutely. KVH offers a wide selection of TracVision mobile satellite TV  
systems compatible with all of the leading North American satellite TV  
providers*. Depending on where you are and your antenna model, you may 
need a simple software update or KVH’s exclusive Master Receiver Selector 
to make the switch to DISH Network’s TurboHD programming. And if you 
have an older RV TracVision system or a TracVision C3, you’re in luck as 
HDTV upgrades are available for many of KVH’s previous models. KVH dealers 
nationwide are available to assist and KVH can even activate your new receiver 
for you. Check with your local authorized TracVision dealer for details, or visit  
www.kvh.com/wheretogetservice to find a dealer near you.

Can I get HDTV on the move with TracVision and DISH Network?

Absolutely. KVH’s in-motion TracVision systems allow you to watch the best 
HDTV from DISH Network whenever you like, whether you’re stationary or on 
the move. There’s no need to limit your access to the best TV available with  
a system that only allows you to view it when you’re parked or at anchor!
* Excluding DIRECTV-only models (M1, M2, M3ST, R6ST, and A7).

You love the brilliant, high-definition picture on the TV in your living room at home, but what about in your living room 
on the go? HDTV is the new gold standard in entertainment, and KVH is happy to offer the most complete mobile HDTV  
solution available for vessels and vehicles. Whether you’re looking for crystal-clear sports, movies, weather and news, or 
any other programming, we can help you get it, quickly and easily, whether you’re stationary or on the move.
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Check out the full DishHD lineup at  
http://www.dishnetwork.com

©2008-2011, KVH Industries, Inc. KVH, TracVision, and DISH Network are registered trademarks of their respective companies.                                                     

How Many HD Channels are 
Available from DISH Network?

DISH Network offers over 200  
channels of premium high-definition 
programming, including HD locals! 
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